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ABSTRACT 
 

Porous scaffolds with interconnected and continuous pores have recently been 
developed to stimulate tissue regeneration. Even though few researches have focused 
on the internal architecture of porous scaffolds but concluded that properly 
interconnected and continuous pores with spatial distribution might perform diverse 
mechanical, biological and chemical functions of a scaffold. Thus the need for 
reproducible and fabricatable scaffold design with controllable gradient porosity is 
obvious but is hardly achieved because of design and fabrication limitations. In this 
paper, a novel functionally gradient variational porosity architecture has been 
proposed with continuous material deposition planning scheme. The medial axis 
transformation for the scaffold has been calculated to generate an internal feature of 
the geometric domain. The medial axis is then used as a base to develop the medial 
boundary to define the medial regions. Then the complex internal architecture of 
scaffolds is divided into sub-regions using the ruling lines that are generated between 
the slice’s contour and the medial boundary. The desired controlled variational 
porosity along the scaffold architecture has been achieved with the combination of 
two geometrically oriented consecutive layers while meeting the tissue scaffold design 
constraints. This ensures truly porous structures in every direction as well as 
controllable porosity with interconnected pores along the scaffold architecture. The 
proposed methodology has been implemented and illustrative examples are also 
provided. A sample designed structure has been fabricated with a NC motion 
controlled micro-nozzle deposition system. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

To stimulate the guided tissue regeneration and expedite the wound healing process, researchers tried 
to use porous structures to deliver bio-molecules (usually cytokines) and/or cells to the damaged 
tissue area. One major purpose for using such porous structure is to induce amenable bio-reactor in 
the tissue regeneration site and to protect the seeded cell/ bio-molecules against host 
immunorejection [13] and thus stimulating the healing process. Such carrier structures, known as 
scaffolds, require a multi-variable objective function incorporating build materials, bio-compatibility, 
degradability, permeability, surface chemistry, mechano-biological properties, pore size, porosity, 
fabrication technology and internal architecture. 

A fundamental scaffold design expectation in tissue engineering is that the degradation of 
scaffold material and new tissue formation occur simultaneous [1], i.e. scaffold act as extra cellular 
matrix (ECM) to support cell proliferation while remain viable to the end of the healing phase and then 
fully absorbed. But the current design strategies have failed to attain such delicate equilibrium and 
thereby missing the goal for successful tissue regeneration. Most of the developed three-dimensional 
scaffolds demonstrated limited tissue ingrowth due to restrained nutrient supply imposed by intrinsic 
geometrical and structural characteristics. Such spatially insufficient nutrient and oxygen supply 
limits the cell adhesion on the surface of the scaffold and prevent their homogeneous migration [18]. 
A successful design of scaffolds involves comprehensive consideration of both macro and micro-
structural properties of the scaffolds and their interactions with natural tissue. Such interactions are 
very much dependent upon the scaffold’s internal architecture. The internal architecture should be 
repeatable, fully integrated, complex, three-dimensional, and  controlled porous structures which 
conform the anatomical shape and size of the replacement of tissue or organs [6].  

Toward development of an ideal carrier/scaffold, researchers are mainly aiming at material types 
and properties, their processing conditions and biological compatibility [12, 15] to quantify its 
functionality. Even though the internal architecture of a scaffold may have significant influence on the 
cellular microenvironment, few researches have focused on the internal architecture of the porous 
scaffold and even fewer have tried to optimize the scaffold’s geometric structure.  Such design as well 
as fabrication limitations forced researcher to use homogeneous scaffolds with uniform pore size 
fabricated with solid free-form fabrication (SFF) processes [8]. But the desired choreographed multi-
functionality of scaffold may only be achieved with optimally designed biodegradable carriers with 
properly interconnected pores and controllable spatial material distribution [1, 14]. Moreover 
homogeneous scaffolds do not capture the intricate spatial material concentration and may not 
represent the bio-mimetic structure of the regenerated tissue. Gradient porosity along the internal 
scaffold architecture might provide extrinsic and intrinsic properties of scaffolds. A possible solution 
for performing the diverse functionality would be designing scaffolds with functionally variational 
porosity. Thus achieving controllable, continuous, interconnected gradient porosity with reproducible 
and fabricatable design may lead toward a successful tissue engineering approach.  

In this paper, we propose a novel method to design functionally gradient porosity architecture 
which conforms the anatomical shape of the damaged tissue and maintains the continuity with 
connectivity.  

2 METHODOLOGY 

To model the scaffold, the anatomical 3D shape of the targeted damaged area need to be extracted 
using non-invasive techniques. Firstly, medical image obtained from Computed Tomography (CT) or 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is used to get the geometric and topology information of the 
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replaced tissue/organs. The initial geometric information of the model is represented as a mesh or 
Stereolithography (STL) model. The STL files are generated by tessellating the outside surface of the 
object with triangles. The 3D tissue models are then sliced by a set of intersecting planes parallel to 
each other to find the slice contours. The contours are generated by connecting the intersection points 
between the planes and the surface and are suitable for a SFF based processes. All the contour curves 
are simple planner closed curves i.e. they do not intersect themselves other than their start and end 
points and have the same (positive) orientation. The general equation for these contours can be 
parametrically represented as: 
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Here, )( ii tC represent the parametric equation for thi contour with respect to parameter it  at a range 
between  ],[ ii ba . The distance between the intersecting planes can be constant in uniform slicing or 

varying height for non- uniform slicing. The consecutive slices i.e. thi  and thi )1( +  are discretized by 
multi-directional zigzag pattern and concentric spiral like pattern respectively and the methodology is 
applied and demonstrated on the pair slice geometry based on the designed porosity. 

2.1 Medial Axis Construction 

Because of the nature of the tissue scaffold and its functionality, we decided to introduce an internal 
feature of the scaffold region. Such internal feature can be used as a base for discretizing the internal 
architecture with proper directional uniformity. Medial axis (MA) [2] which is a symmetric bisector will 
be used as the internal features. 
  
A medial-axis, )( ii CM  in this paper has been generated for every planner closed contour or slice iC  

using offsetting as shown in Fig 1(a). The approximated offset curve )( i
d
i tC  of the contour curve 

)( ii tC at a distance d from the boundary is defined by:  

)()()( iiii
d
i tNdtCtC +=        (2.2) 

Where )( itN  is the unit normal vector on curve )( ii tC  at a parametric location it . Such offset may 
generate self-intersection if d  is larger than minimum radius of curvature at any parametric 
location it . Such intersections during offsetting have been eliminated by implementing the 
methodology discussed in our earlier work [11]. A singular point is obtained at each self-intersection 
event where there is no 1C continuity. Medial axis segments are generated by obtaining the intersection 
of each offset curves and then by connecting them together as piecewise linear curve. Any branch 
point for medial axis in this paper is assumed to be located at the center of loci that is tangent to three 
boundaries simultaneously. The branch connection has been determined by higher offset resolution 
and interpolation as discussed in Ozbolat et al [16]. 
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Fig. 1: (a) The medial axis generation, (b) medial boundary, (c) and (d) corresponding zoomed view. 

2.2 Generating Ruling Lines 

To generate porous structure, the designed scaffold needs to be divided with finite number of 
segments by drawing lines between the slice contour iC and its corresponding medial axis )( ii CM . The 
easiest way to construct such lines is to divide both curves either with equal number of equidistant 
points or by parametrically connecting the points between them.  To avoid self-intersecting segments, 
a feature matching ruling lines technique [9] based on a dynamic programming is used. It is assumed 
that a medial region is always a closed curve. A medial boundary, ))(( iii CMMB  curve is constructed for 

thi slice by offsetting medial axis (MA) in both inward and outward directions with a distance 
//   2    :   ulll ≤≤ δδ  where /ul  and /ll  represent upper and lower width for allowable pore size as shown 

in Fig 1(b). The width of this medial boundary channel δ can be adjusted based on the required 
biological functionality [3]. Any self intersection points or loops of the calculated offset curves are then 
removed with the same methodology discussed in [11]. At the end of the process, a closed, planner 
medial boundary is generated.  
 
Both contour curve )( ii tC and medial boundary, ))(( iii CMMB  curve are parametrically divided into 1n  

and 2n  independent finite number of sections with a set of points 
1..1,0, }{ njjcC ii

pP ==  and 

2..1,0, }{ nkkMBMB ii
pP == respectively. The developed dynamic programming uses distance based 

optimization between the feature point set 
ii MBC PP  for matching with singularity and connecting the 

ruling lines. Both over-connectivity and zero-connectivity with those point sets are addressed with the 
same methodology discussed in our earlier paper [9]. Thus the proposed methodology generates at 
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least n  number of uninterrupted ruling lines, { }21,max}{ nnnnrlRL ==  between contour curves and their 

corresponding medial boundaries.   

 
 

Fig. 2: Sub-region formation from ruling lines. 

2.3 Area Accumulation into Sub-regions  

Internal area of the scaffold is segmented into sub-regions with equal area by accumulating the 
segments between the ruling lines as shown in Fig 2. Such sub-regions can be considered as channels 
between the contour and the medial boundary which is the deepest region and must satisfy the 
biological requirement i.e. nutrient, fluid and oxygen flow. Thus the sub-region accumulation is 
considered as an optimization problem with constraint that ensures functional requirements and 
uniformity. The following minimization problem [9] is solved to achieve the set of sub-regions, 

LllsS ...1,0}{ ==  where l is the number of feasible sub-regions. 

 

lS - S 
l

area
l

Area       ) (Min   0 ∀∑        (2.3) 

Subject to- 

lullwll l           ∀≤≤         (2.4) 

luluwll l        ∀≤≤         (2.5) 

Α≈∑ &
l

area
lS           (2.6) 

lnmSS nm ...0 and     =∀∅=∩        (2.7) 

Here, areaS0  is user-defined acceptable constant sub-region area; area
lS  is the thl  sub-region area; 

llw  

and luw  are the lower and upper widths respectively, Α& is the total area. The parameters ul  and ll  
represent the upper and lower limit for allowable sub-region widths which satisfy the biological and 
fabrication requirements. In the literature [4, 7] the range for lower width has been suggested as 100 
µm - 350 µm for hard tissue and 30 µm - 150 µm for soft tissue. For upper width, even a wider range 
of 200 µm - 900 µm has been suggested. Eqn. (2.7) ensures that the sub-regions do not intersect with 
each other. 
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2.4 Decomposing the Sub-regions on Medial Axis 

The generated sub-regions are multi-directional and their alignment depends upon the outer contour 
profile and ruling line density. Moreover, the sub-regions are constructed in a way that the sets are 
mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive, i.e. they share arms with the adjacent neighboring sub-
region. Therefore, each sub-region is basically separated from its adjacent neighbor by the sub-
region’s arm LllSASA ,..1,0}{ ==  where RLSA ⊆  and are generated by the algorithm presented in Section 

2.3. Thus the generated sub-region sets can be represented with two end points, 
LllLll bpBPspSP ..1,0..1,0 }{ and  }{ == ==  of the corresponding arm. Here, lsp and lbp are the starting 

points on the contour curve and the medial boundary respectively as shown in Fig. 3.   

 
 

Fig. 3: Decomposing of sub-region base on medial axis. 
 
As discussed earlier, the medial region (channel) is located as the skeleton of the layer and might be 
used as internal perfusion channel through which the cell nutrient and oxygen can be supplied and 
thus can increase the cell survival rate. But the presence of this feature separates the scaffolding area 
and their corresponding sub-regions as shown in Fig. 2. In other words, the sub-regions’ arm set SA  
are cut through by the Medial Boundary which makes the medial region a long channel. To ensure the 
structural integrity along the medial region and the overall    stability of the scaffold architecture, the 
point set BP  for all sub-regions need to be projected over the medial axis along the direction )( ll bpN  

which would create a new point set LllbpBP ..1,0
// }{ ==  . Here, )( ll bpN is the unit normal vector on the 

medial boundary )( lbpMB  at lbp and /
lbp is the projected point location as shown in Fig. 3. Such 

methodology brings the lower width for each sub-region onto the medial axis base and connects the 
sub-regions’ arms from the other side of the medial axis. The projecting lines then divide the long 
medial region into suitable pores ensuring both biological and mechanical functionalities. 
Accumulation of these sub-region sections ends the design process for the first layer and become the 
support base for the second layer to achieve the variational and interconnected porosity architecture. 

2.5 Determining Porosity by Dividing Sub-regions 

The layer generated with the accumulated sub-regions conforms to the biological functionality for 
such scaffold structure with the constraints applied during the accumulation process with Eqn. (2.3)-
(2.7). But building the whole structure only using the sub-regions would significantly reduce the 
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connectivity within the scaffolding area as well structural integrity since this will build a solid wall 
rather than a porous boundary. To ensure a truly porous structure in every direction as well as 
controllable porosity with interconnected pores along the scaffold architecture, the successive layer 
has been designed by virtually discretizing the sub-regions along its peripheral.  

 
To generate the pores on the scaffold, each equal area sub-regions have been divided according to 

area across their arms as shown in Fig 4 (a). These segments of each sub-section are considered as 
pore cells, m

lPC  of the scaffold. Because of the free-form shape of the outer contour and the 
accumulation pattern, the generated sub-regions have highly anisotropic shapes which eventually 
generates anisotropic pore cell. The following algorithm has been used to divide the sub-regions. 

LlPCmPC 
M

m

m
l ≤≤∀−∑

=

0      )(Min   
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      (2.8) 
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LyxMmPCPC m
y

m
x ≤≤≤≤∀= ,0   ,0                  (2.11) 

This minimization problem is used to reduce the deviation from the desired or expected pore cell area, 

)(mPC with the generated pore cell area, m
lPC . Here, PC_max and PC_min  denotes the maximum 

and minimum allowable pore cell areas respectively. In literature, the designed pore cells are usually 
uniform shape. Since the generated pores are anisotropic,  an allowable range of pore cell areas needs 
to be used [9]. The total number of pore cells in every single sub-region need to be the same to ensure 
continuous fabrication as represented in Eqn. (2.10). Moreover a pore cell sharing the same location in 
any sub-regions has equal area and within the allowable size as ensured by Eqn. (2.11).  

 
 

Fig. 4: (a) Dividing the sub-regions to generate pore cell (b) porosity calculation for anisotropic pore 
cell. 
 
The porosity for the generated anisotropic pore cell can be measured by the following equation-   
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Where, R is the radius of the filament, m
lPorosity% is the porosity of thm pore cell area in thl sub-

region and m
l

m
l

m
l

m
l LLLL 4,3,2,1, ,,,  are the four arms of pore cell as shown in Fig. 4(b). 

3 OPTIMUM TOOL PATH DESIGN  

The proposed porous structure design provides a controllable and gradient porosity along the scaffold 
architecture. Even though some earlier researches put emphasis on the variational porosity design but 
fabrication techniques for those designs remains a challenge [10]. Therefore, an optimum tool path 
plan needs to be generated for the designed scaffolds. 

3.1 Tool-path plan for Sub-regions 

The tool-path should be planned through inserted sub-regions arm, SA with minimum amount of over 
deposition, and start and stops. To generate the tool path for the first layer i.e. sub-region section 
layer, the sub-region’s arms need to bridge the medial region via the projected points /

lbp and connect 
with the sub-region’s arm from other side of medial axis as shown in Fig. 5. The idea is to develop the 
tool path between the point set

iCP on the outer contour, crosshatches through the medial region and 

avoid or minimize any directional transition caused by that. The sub-region arms are then connected 
with the projected point set /BP to generate the tool-path. 

The developed tool-path needs to start with a sub-region arm closest to the edge of the medial 
axis (Fig. 5) while initialization of tool-path on another location increases the number of discontinuity 
during deposition process. In addition, if the number of sub-region’s arm is odd, then tool-path 
should start from the external feature i.e. from point lsp ; otherwise it should start from the other end 
point lbp located on the medial contour to reduce or eliminate any possible discontinuity or jumps. 
This enables completion of connection and crosshatching between the sub-region’s arms with minimal 
jumps (if any) through the inner regions. Moreover, during the crosshatching through the medial 
region, the points set /BP  are reevaluated and eliminated as 

  and      2/   :   , ///////// BPbpbpbpbpbpbpBPBP bcbcbc ∈∀≤= δ∩  and such elimination would increase the 

continuity during the deposition of sub-regions. The following algorithm describes the tool-path 
generation for layer 1.  
 
Algorithm 1: Tool-path for sub-region layer (Layer 1) 

Input: The point set LllLllLll bpBPbpBPspSP ..1,0
//

..1,0..1,0 }{ and }{ ; }{ === ===  

Out Put: Consecutive organized point set LTopOP Ttt 3 : }{ ..1,0 ≤= =    for tool-path. 
Start: 
Initialize 1→t ; 
For Li   To   0=  

Initializing the Tool-path 
If 0 2 Mod  =L then atat spopbpop ←← +1 and ; 

 ;  and aa spSPSPbpBPBP ∩∩ ==  
2+→ tt ; 
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Calculate the SPspc ∈ : SPspspspspsp ddaca ∈∀<     ; 

ctct bpopspop ←← +1 and ; 
ElseIf   and  1 ctct bpopspop ←← + ; 

End If; 
2+→ tt ; 

 ;  and cc bpBPBPspSPSP ∩∩ ==  
Tool-path along the medial region 

If  /////  and      2/  BPbpbpbpbp bcbc ∈∀≤ δ then  btbt spopbpop ←← +1 and ; 

ElseIf /////  and      2/  BPbpbpbpbp bcbc ∈∀> δ then /
1

/  and btct bpopbpop ←← + ; 

btbt spopbpop ←← +1 and ; 
End If; 

2+→ tt ; 
 ;  and bb spSPSPbpBPBP ∩∩ ==  

 ;   and ////
bc bpbpBPBP ∩=  

Connecting the Sub-regions arm for Tool-path 

If  SPspspsp llb ∈∀<    0 then ltlt bpopspop ←← +1 and ; 

Else 
Calculate the SPspl ∈ so that SPspspspspsp ddblb ∈∀<     ; 

ltlt bpopspop ←← +1 and ; 
End If; 

2+→ tt ; 
Next 
Initialize 1→j ; 
For T  To  0=j  

Connect Line between 1+jj opop  

Next 
End 
 

3.2 Deposition Path for Required Porosity  

Due to the irregular geometry, the pore cell generating lines passing across the sub-regions do not 
necessarily have proper connections between them as shown in Fig. 4(a). These sub-region dividing 
lines are positioned in the consecutive layer to generate the desired and allowable pore size and to 
ensure both bio-logical and mechanical functionalities. To ensure the proper interpretation of the 
design objective during its fabrication, a feasible tool-path plan needs to be developed to minimize the 
deviation between designed and the fabricated structure. By connecting those lines consecutively 
without any transformation could generate stepped dominated tool path which might not be favorable 
for SFF-based fabrication systems. Besides such tool-path will generate material over-deposition and 
will restrict the permeability in the internal channel network. To ensure better continuity, an area 
weight based point insertion algorithm [9] is used as shown in Fig. 6(a). This algorithm generates a 
spiral like pattern along the scaffolding area. Finally after generating the deposition path for both 
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layers individually, they are combined together to make the continuous and interconnected tool path 
as shown in Fig. 6(b). 
 

 
 

Fig. 5: Simulation of tool-path for the deposition through Sub-region’s arm. 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 6: (a) Smoothed pore generating tool-path (b) Final combined tool-path with start-ending 

sequence as A-B-C-D-E-F-G-H-I-J. 
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4 IMPLEMENTATION  

The proposed techniques have been implemented with a 2.3 GHz PCs using Rhino Script and Visual 
Basic programming languages on a sample femur bone slice extracted using ITK-Snap 1.6 [19] and 
Mimics Software[5]. The example femur slice is shown in Fig. 7. The porous structure is generated for 
variable but controllable porosity along its architecture with 50%-60%-70%-80%-90%-75%-60%-50% 
porosity from outer to inner region.  A 150 micron filament diameter is used for deposition. Fig. 7 
shows the generated medial axis and the corresponding medial boundary for the example. The 
scaffolding area has been discretized with 225 numbers of sub-regions which is accumulated from 
2620 number of ruling lines. Sub-regions are divided into pore cells according to the corresponding 
porosity as shown in Fig. 8(b).  

To generate the tool path, the lower widths of the sub-regions are decomposed on the medial axis 
with the methodology discussed in section 2.4. By following Algorithm 1, the sub-regions’ arms were 
connected through the medial region and the continuity has been achieved for the layer as shown in 
Fig. 9(b)-(f). A relatively smoother tool-path has been generated for the consecutive layer with the 
smoothing algorithm discussed earlier and the corresponding layer has been shown in Fig. 10. 

 
 

Fig. 7: (a) The medial axis (b) medial boundary formation. 

 
 

Fig. 8: (a) Sub-regions formation from the ruling lines (b) dividing sub-regions by generating desired 
area pore cell. 
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Fig. 9: (a) Decomposing of sub-region base on medial axis (b)-(f) Simulation of tool-path for the 
deposition through Sub-region’s arm. 

 
Fig. 10: Final combined tool-path for controllable porosity along its architecture with 50%-60%-70%-
80%-90%-75%-60%-50% porous from outer to inner region. 

 
For demonstration purpose, two consecutive slices of the femur example was fabricated with a 3D 
micro-nozzle biomaterial deposition system [9]. To fit into the working envelope of the fabrication 
system, the actual human femur model has been scaled down by 33%. In the fabricated model, a total 
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of 103 sub-regions have been used to discretize the scaffolding area. Each sub-region has been 
segmented with five equal area pore cells as shown in Fig. 11. The model has been fabricated with 250 
micrometer substrate diameter. 
 

 
 

Fig. 11: Bio-fabrication of two consecutive for the femur slices with a constant porosity of 75%. 
 
As shown in Figure 11, there are some material over depositions along the outer and inner edges. This 
is due to the sharp and sudden changes in the tool-path direction along the edge. Speeding up the 
process particularly in the edge could alleviate this over deposition but complete elimination would be 
a challenge for our current fabrication setup. 

5 CONCLUSION 

In this paper we developed a novel design methodology for controllable gradient porosity along the 
scaffold architecture. The developed design methodology ensures fabrication of the designed scaffolds 
using SFF based fabrication techniques. The controllable gradient porosity has been achieved by 
designing the two consecutive layers simultaneously. The first layer was designed with sub-regions 
while the consecutive layer was constructed with peripheral contours. And combination of these two 
layers generates pore cells with desired porosity. A feasible tool-path plan has been developed to 
fabricate the designed scaffolds structure.  The tool path planning method generates interconnected 
and controlled pore size with desired accuracy along the scaffold architecture. The generated tool path 
plan can be used for SFF-based fabrication processes.  
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